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We imagine a system with a given set S of possible states s. Period- 
ically, say once a day, we observe the current state s of the system, and 
then choose an action a from a given set A of possible actions. As a 
joint result of s and a, two things happen: (1) we receive a return I(S, a) 
(which may be negative) and (2) the system moves to a new state s’, 
selected according to a probability distribution P,,. One of the problems 
of dynamic programming is to choose a policy which maximizes our 
expected total return. By a policy x is meant a sequence (fn, ?z = 1, 2,. . ,} 
of functions from S to A, with f,(s) specifying the action to be selected 
on the nth day, if the system is found to be in state s on that day. We 
shall denote the expected total return with policy z when the system is 
initially in state s by V(s, n), and the expected total return for the first N 
days by V&, 7~). We shall assume that 
lqs, 3-c) =r(s, f&)) + c J-q& ZJ dPg!,(& 
where Pi:, is the probability distribution of the state of the system 
at the end of N days, if the system is initially in state s and we use program 
z, and ?dN is the program specified by n beginning with the N + 1st day: 
nN = (&), where &s = fNfw n=l,2,... . 
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-1 policy .“r is called sfn/~lc if fr 1~ independent of X, i.e., if -7!\+ = .z for all X. 
For a htablr polic!, .t, we obtain from (1): 
X policy n* is called opfinzal if I-(s, T*) >, I ?(.\, x) for all s, .‘I. If .-c* 
is optimal, we obtain from (l), denoting I’(s, .z*) b!- I;(s) and by .z an!r 
policy with f,(s) = II and .-rl =m -x*, the inequalit!, . 
U(s) > Y(s, ~7) = Y(S, a) = I U(t) dP,,. (t) 
so that 
(3) 
Combining (2) and (3) we obtain that if x* is a stable optimal policy, 
its return function L?(s) = I’(s, 7c*) satisfies 
(4) 
The problem arises: if we have a stable policy ,x* whose return func- 
tions satisfies (4), is 9 optimal? The answer would be yes if we know 
that (a) there is a stable optimal policy and (b) the solution to (4) is 
unique, and the problem is usually attacked in this way [I J. The purpose 
of this paper is to show that, in certain circumstances, both (a) and (b) 
can be avoided: the result is the 
THEOREM. If z* = {/,f,...) 1s n stable policy whose return fwction 
satisfies (4) and if, jor ezlery policy n = (f,} mtd erery s, 
(5) 
where dN) is the +olicy which follows n JOY the first N days and then switches 
to ;c*: 
dh’) = {&}, where g,, = fR for n< N, g,= f for it > N, 
then n* is optimal, i.e., 
V(s, n*) > V(s, n) fov all s, 7t. 
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The idea is extremely simple. That the return function for z* satisfies 
(4) means that zE* is at least as good as any initial action a, followed by 
subsequent use of x*. Examining ;z W+l) at the beginning of the N + 1st 
day, we find that replacing fN+l by f constitutes an improvement, i.e., 
2-P) is an improvement on ntN+ t), Since n(O) = iz*, 7~* is an improvement 
on every A (“‘I. But (5) tells us that, for some N, 7t W) is almost as good as X, 
so that ;2* is at least as good as z. 
Formally, let us say that ?G’ dominates n” if V(s, n’) 3 V(s, n”) for 
all s. We first note that, for any policy n with z1 =x*, i.e., n = (s,f,f,f, . . , ) 
z-r* dominates .x. For, writing a, = g(s) 
V(s, n*) = sup r(s, n) + V(t, ?-cd*) dP,&) 
a [ I 1 
g3 I(S, uo) + 
F 
V(L, n*) &f;,(t) = lqs, 7c). 
. 
Next, if 7~’ dominates z”, then for any n with zN = z”, the policy 5 
obtained by replacing n” by x’ dominates 7t. For 
. 
V(s, 5) = V&7(& n) + 
1 
I’(& n’) d&y;(t), 
qs, n) = v&T, n) + 
i 
vp, 2-c”) dP:y: (t). 
Since the first integrand dominates the second, Z dominates z 
It follows from these two facts that ~(~1 dominates &‘$I), for 
so that Y#) is obtained from #‘+ ‘1 by replacing (#N+Ir f, f, . . . ) by the 
dominating (f, f, f, . . . ). 
Thus 
V(s, n*) > V(s, 2-m) for all N, s. 
Invoking hypothesis (5) proves the theorem. 
We note finally that (5) wilI not always hold. For example, consider 
a system with two states, 0 and 1, and two actions, 0 and 1. In state 0, 
no matter which action we choose, the new state is 0 and our income is 0. 
In state 1, action 1 keeps the system in state 1 and gives us an income of 0, 
while action 0 moves the system to state 0 and costs us 1 unit. 
If x is the stable program with f(U) = 0, i(l) = 1, 
Equation (4) becomes 
G(0) = P(O), 
U(1) = max [U(l), - 1 + U(O)], 
that is, 
G(l) >, U(0) - 1. 
Both V(s, z) and L-(s, TC*) satisfy this inequality, so that (5) must be 
violated. Indeed if 7~~~) is the policy which follows x for the first N days 
and then switches to z*, we have 
V(lJP)) = - 1 for all N, 
while V(1, x) = 0, 
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